BETON PRIMER

The colour of the cachemire BETON PRIMER is white, to get the best result we recommend to tint the primer in the same colour as the cachemire BETON BASE. Apply the primer equally by using a polyester roller (12 - 13mm). Always work in surfaces of 1 to 2 m². Coverage: 150-200 gr/m². Drying time: 2 hours at 20°C/60°r.h.

1. MASK OFF WITH TAPE BEFORE APPLYING THE BETON PRIMER
2. APPLY BETON PRIMER
3. APPLY BETON PRIMER WITH ROLLER
**BETON BASE**

**First layer**

Materials: stainless steel trowel, putty knife and a wide putty knife of 20cm with rounded corners.

Coverage: 300 - 600 gr/2 coats

First layer BETON BASE: always apply the product with a stainless steel trowel (rounded corners) vertically to the wall in strokes of 30 to 50cm.

First layer coverage: ± 500 gr/m²

After applying the BETON BASE with a trowel, draw irregular vertical lines in the product. Minimum 3cm and maximum 10cm apart from each other (see picture 6).
BETON BASE

Second layer

Scraping off edges of the first layer and applying of the second layer BETON BASE. When the first layer has dried (minimum 24h drying time) scrape off the edges with a wide putty knife with rounded corners (see picture 8). Apply the second thin layer vertically with a wide putty knife or stainless steel trowel (see picture 10). Coverage second layer: 125gr to 200gr/m².
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SECOND LAYER
APPLY THIN LAYER BETON BASE
WITH WIDE PUTTY KNIFE
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SECOND LAYER
EQUIPMENT: PUTTY KNIFE
AND WIDE PUTTY KNIFE
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SCRAPING OFF EDGES WITH
WIDE PUTTY KNIFE
BETON FINISH

After the BETON BASE has dried out, apply the BETON FINISH (10h after 2nd layer BETON BASE).

BETON FINISH is a transparent matt gel varnish and can be applied with a rubber wiper, trowel or wiper (see picture).

Coverage: 10 - 13m²/kg.

Apply enough product on the wall with a brush or rubber wiper.
Carefully spread out the BETON FINISH over the wall.

Why applying it with a rubber paddle and not a roller?
In this way you can apply more product and have a smooth repartition of the gel varnish.

APPLICATION OF BETON FINISH WITH A RUBBER WIPER

Mask off everything with a wide masking tape. After application of the BETON PRIMER and the 1st layer of BETON BASE we recommend to remove the masking tape while the BETON BASE is still wet. This will prevent cracking on the edges.

Apply again a wide masking tape before applying the 2nd thin layer BETON BASE. Remove the masking tape after application of the BETON FINISH.
You can also apply the cachemire METALLIC FINISH to give it a metallic look (as well with a rubber wiper).
SOME DECORATIVE IDEAS

How to obtain a “stucco” effect.
Apply the cachemire BETON BASE in 2 layers:
the first layer has to be thin and smooth, when dry sand this coat,
apply the second layer with a stainless steel putty knife. The gloss
effect can be achieved by ironing with a stainless steel trowel after
which one can apply the cachemire BETON FINISH.

How to obtain a flamed metallic effect.
Apply this topcoat on the cachemire BETON BASE:
a mixture of cachemire BETON FINISH (4/5)
and cachemire METALLIC gold/silver/copper (1/5)

How to obtain a shimmering flamed metallic effect.
Apply this topcoat on the cachemire BETON BASE:
a mixture of cachemire METALLIC FINISH (4/5)
and cachemire METALLIC gold/silver/copper (1/5)

How to obtain the bright shades of the colour range.
Apply this topcoat on the cachemire BETON BASE:
a mixture of cachemire BETON FINISH (4/5)
and cachemire MAT VELOURS (1/5)
in the same colour as the cachemire BETON BASE

How to obtain original effects.
One can mix:
a mixture of cachemire METALLIC FINISH (4/5)
and cachemire METALLIC gold/silver/copper (1/5)
and apply it directly on cachemire LAQUE MATE
or on cachemire SABLE with a spalter, in a line or comma pattern.